CHAPTER XII
RELIGION AND PHILANTHROPY IN THE
EIGHTEENTH CENTURY
the Revolution of 1688 was the final defeat of Catholicism Disabilities
in England.   Catholics were excluded from the throne by the English
Bill of Rights, and evasion of the Tests was prevented by the SfreSLd
abolition of the dispensing and suspending powers.   Catholics voiSwn T
were excluded from the benefits of the Toleration Act, so
that their religious services were illegal, and in 1700 a more
severe Act was passed, forbidding Catholics to educate their
children except in their own houses or to send them abroad
to be educated, and preventing them from inheriting or
purchasing land.   They were excluded from politics by the
Tests, they might not enter the Services, -the legal profession
or the Universities.   There was little actual persecution, toleration
however, though in 1722, after the discovery of Atterbury's
plot, the Catholics were subjected to a special tax. In f
1778 a Catholic Relief Act was passed: priests were no longer century.
liable to punishment for conducting their services, the auto-
matic succession of a Protestant son to the estate of a Catholic
father was abolished, and Catholics were no longer disabled
from purchasing land. Popular resentment led to riots in
Scotland and to the Gordon Riots in England, but these were
quickly suppressed. In 1791 Catholics were admitted to
the legal profession from the rank of barrister downwards;
a legal toleration was extended to Catholic worship and
Catholic schools: Catholics were no longer to be obliged
to take the Oath of Supremacy "or the declaration against
transubstantiation, but their chapels and schools had to be
registered.
As the reward for their share in the Revolution the Dis-
senters were granted freedom of worship. William ktro-
duced a Comprehension Bill into the Commons, providing,
for the use of a new Prayer Book so revised that Dissenters
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